
About Roma Tomato

ROMA
TOMATO
heirloom | non-GMO

Sun:
Full Sun

Germination Time:
7-14 days

Harvest Time:
85 days

Hardiness Zone:
3-11

Plant Width:
20-30 inches 
(50-76 cm)

Plant Height:
4-6 ft 
(1.2-1.8 m)

Planting Depth:
¼ inch (0.6 cm)

When making sauce calls, there’s no better tomato variety to answer the call than 
Roma tomato. This is the classic tomato for sauce and paste and is resistant to most 
kinds of wilts. It has a meaty interior and very few seeds, with each plant producing a 
proli�c yield.



Germination
Sow tomato seeds indoors about eight weeks before the last expected frost. Plant 
your seeds a quarter of an inch deep in nutrient-rich, seed-starting formula. Keep the 
soil warm and moist at 75°F. You may want to use a germination mat to encourage 
the seedlings to stay at the proper temperature.

Once they emerge, provide plenty of light on a sunny windowsill or, even better, 
place your seedlings beneath a �uorescent grow light for 16 hours per day. You may 
need to transplant your seedlings into larger pots when they have three pairs of 
leaves to give them more room to grow.

Harden your seedlings o� before transplanting them into the garden. When it’s time 
to plant, choose a location in full sun with lots of rich organic soil. Prepare your 
planting bed so it is loose and well-worked, adding compost or other fertilizers if 
needed. Set your transplants 30 to 48 inches apart in rows that are about three feet 
apart.

Planting 
When you plant, bury the root ball deeply, with the stem buried up to its �rst set of 
leaves. This will encourage the plant to set strong roots. Water thoroughly after 
planting and continue to water well during the growing season. Roma tomatoes 
need about one to two inches of water per week. 

Stake or cage your tomatoes as soon as you plant the transplants. This may seem odd, 
but it will prevent you from disturbing the bushy growth of your tomatoes later on, 
when they are larger and begin to tip over from the weight of the ripening fruits.

Mulch around your plants to reduce competition from weeds. You may need to prune 
to remove side shoots and suckers once the plants grow larger, too.



Harvest
Roma tomatoes are determinate varieties, meaning they’ll produce a heavy crop over 
the period of a few weeks. You should pick your tomatoes when they are as ripe as 
possible. They will be fully colored, �rm, and harvested as often as possible to take 
some weight o� your plants. 

Should you have any concerns,
please EMAIL us directly at: 

help@homegrown-garden.com




